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Abstract. The dynamics of the system in the space of random joint events is considered. The symmetric difference of events is introduced in space based on the Kolmogorov axioms. To describe quantum effects in the dynamics of the system, an additional axiom is introduced for random joint events: "the symmetric sum of random events." In the generated space of random joint events, an equation is constructed for the probability of a system transition between two events. It is shown that for pairwise joint events it is equivalent to the equation of quantum mechanics.

1 Introduction

The development of modern information and computer technologies based on quantum theory stimulate its further study from the point of view of probability theory, for example, works [1] - [7], which present original results and reviews in this direction. We propose to consider stochastic processes in the space of joint random events. The equations for the transition probabilities of systems in these spaces were proposed in [8] - [11]. We propose in this paper a model of the space of joint random events of classical and quantum physics, and equations for the probabilities of transitions between events. It is shown that the proposed equations for the probabilities of stochastic processes in the space of joint events, in the case when the events are only pairwise compatible, describe the dynamics of quantum processes.

2 Joint random events in classical and quantum physics

Consider the space $N$ of random joint events: $S_n, n = 1, 2, ..., N$. A model of the space in which all random events $S_n, n = 1, 2, ..., N$, are joint, is determined by the fact that there are intersections of these events, the probabilities of which are nonzero:

$$P(S_n \cap S_m) \neq 0, \quad P(S_n \cap S_m \cap S_k) \neq 0, \quad \ldots, \quad P(S_1 \cap S_2 \cap \ldots \cap S_N) \neq 0,$$

(1)

all indices $k, n, m, \ldots$ take values from 0 to $N$.

In the space of random joint events $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_N$, we construct the symmetric difference of the events $S_1^-, S_2^-, \ldots, S_N^-$. The event $S_n^-$ means that only the event with the corresponding number $n$ will occur, the event with a different number will not happen. The events
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\(S_1^-, S_2^-, \ldots, S_N^-\) are not joint. The probability of their combination \(P(S_1^- \cup S_2^- \cup \ldots \cup S_N^-)\) is expressed in terms of probabilities of the events \(S_n\), and probabilities of their intersection

\[
P\left(\bigcup_{n=1}^{N} S_n\right) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} P(S_n) - 2 \sum_{n<m=1}^{N} P(S_n \cap S_m) + \]

\[+4 \sum_{n<m<k=1}^{N} P(S_n \cap S_m \cap S_k) + \ldots + 2^{N-1}(-1)^{N-1} P(S_1 \cap S_2 \cap \ldots \cap S_N). \tag{2}\]

Expression (2) is proved in the axiomatics of Kolmogorov probability theory [12] - [15].

An analysis of the experiments shows that in the physics of the microworld there are joint random events, the description of which requires the introduction of an additional postulate to Kolmogorov’s axioms. An additional postulate boils down to the assertion that there exists a symmetric sum of events \(S_1^+, S_2^+, \ldots, S_N^+\). Their properties differ from those of Kolmogorov random joint events. The probability of their combination \(P(S_1^+ \cup S_2^+ \cup \ldots \cup S_N^+)\) is expressed in terms of the probabilities of events \(S_n, n = 1, 2, \ldots, N,\) and their intersections (1) by the equation

\[
P\left(\bigcup_{n=1}^{N} S_n^+\right) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} P(S_n) + 2 \sum_{n<m=1}^{N} P(S_n \cap S_m) -
\]

\[+4 \sum_{n<m<k=1}^{N} P(S_n \cap S_m \cap S_k) + \ldots + 2^{N-1}(-1)^{N} P(S_1 \cap S_2 \cap \ldots \cap S_N). \tag{3}\]

Note, that the interpretation of events in equation (3) by sets, as provided by the Kolmogorov axioms, is unacceptable, since it leads to a contradiction.

Equations (2), (3) can be written in the form of a single equation. To this end we introduce the events \(\bar{S}_n\) each of which takes the value either \(S_n^-\) or \(S_n^+\). The probability of combining events \(\bar{S}_n\) represented by the formula, which is the union of equations (2), (3):

\[
P\left(\bigcup_{n=1}^{N} \bar{S}_n\right) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} P(S_n) + 2 \sum_{n<m=1}^{N} g_{nm} P(S_n \cap S_m) +
\]

\[+4 \sum_{n<m<k=1}^{N} g_{nmk} P(S_n \cap S_m \cap S_k) + \ldots + 2^{N-1} g_{12\ldots N} P(S_1 \cap S_2 \cap \ldots \cap S_N), \tag{4}\]

where the factors \(g_{nm}, g_{nmk}\) and others take one of the values +1, –1 depending on selected events \(S_n, S_k, S_m, \ldots\).

3 The equation for the probability of system transitions in the space of joint events

We construct a model of the stochastic process of the system in a finite-dimensional space of random joint events.

Suppose that at the initial moment of time \(t = 0\) the system was in a certain state \(A_{in}\), that is, the probability of the state \(P(A_{in} = 1)\). At time \(t > 0\) it is in the state \(B_{j}\). In the period from the initial instant of time \(t = 0\) to the instant of time \(t > 0\), the state of the system is
characterized by one of the events $S_n$, $n = 1, 2, \ldots, N$. The relationship between events is represented by the equation

$$
B_f \cap A_{in} = B_f \cap \left( \bigcup_{n=1}^{N} S_n \right) \cap A_{in} = \bigcup_{n=1}^{N} (B_f \cap S_n \cap A_{in}) = \bigcup_{n=1}^{N} S_{fni}.
$$

(5)

We will designate $B_f \cap S_n \cap A_{in} = S_{fni}, B_f \cap S_n \cap A_{in} = S_{fni}$.

Equation (5) allows us to represent the probability $P(B_f \mid A_{in})$ of the transition of the system between the states characterized by the realization of events $A_{in}$, and $B_f$ in the form

$$
P(B_f \mid A_{in}) = P\left( \bigcup_{n=1}^{N} S_{fni} \right) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} P(S_{fni}) + 2 \sum_{n<m} g_{nm} P(S_{fni} \cap S_{fmi}) +
$$

$$
+ 4 \sum_{n<m<k=1}^{N} g_{nmk} P(S_{fni} \cap S_{fmi} \cap S_{fki}) + \ldots +
$$

$$
+ 2^{N-1} g_{12\ldots N} P(S_{f1i} \cap S_{f2i} \cap \ldots \cap S_{fNi}),
$$

(6)

where $g_{n,m}, g_{n,m,k}, \ldots, g_{12\ldots N} = +1 or -1$.

We represent equation (6) in a form that is more convenient for describing stochastic processes. It is possible to present the offered equation in a form

$$
P(B_f \mid A_{in}) = \sum_{n,m=1}^{N} g_{nm} P(S_{fni} \cap S_{fmi}) +
$$

$$
+ 4 \sum_{n<m<k=1}^{N} g_{nmk} P(S_{fni} \cap S_{fmi} \cap S_{fki}) + \ldots + 2^{N-1} g_{12\ldots N} P(S_{f1i} \cap S_{f2i} \cap \ldots \cap S_{fNi}),
$$

(7)

where $g_{n,m} = +1 or -1, n \neq m; g_{n,n} = +1, n = m; g_{n,m,k} = +1 or -1; \ldots$

To calculate the transition probabilities (7), or their analytical representation, it is necessary to specify the studied system.

4 Physical interpretation of the equation for transitions in the space of random joint events

Let’s consider system which can stay in states $n = 1, 2, \ldots, N$. The system eventually makes transitions between states. The transition of the system from the state $n_{in}$ at the time $t_{in}$ to the state $n_f$ at the time $t_f$ is carried out along a certain random trajectory determined by the set of numbers $n_{in}, n_1, n_2, \ldots n_f$. Action of system is determined for each trajectory: $S[n_{in}, n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_f, n_f]$. Action of system we shall present as: $S[n_{in}, n, n_f]$, where $n(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_f)$ a multiindex.

To events $B_f, A_{in}$ we put in conformity of the states $n_f, n_{in}$. To events $S_{fni}$ we put in conformity the action of system $S[n_{in}; n; n_f]$. The equation (7) in space of the states of system becomes

$$
P(n_f \mid n_{in}) = \sum_{n,m=1}^{N} g_{nm} P(S[n_{in}, n, n_f], S[n_{in}, m, n_f]) +
$$

$$
+ 4 \sum_{n<m<k=1}^{N} g_{nmk} P(S[n_{in}, n, n_f], S[n_{in}, m, n_f], S[n_{in}, k, n_f]) + \ldots +
$$

(7)
where the summation is carried out over all possible trajectories between the states \( n_{in}, n_f \), \( g_{n,m} = 1 + 1, \ k = \pm 1 \), \( g_{n,n} = +1, n = m \), \( g_{n,n} = +1, \ k = \pm 1 \), \( g_{n,1,2,\ldots,N} = +1, or -1 \).

Probabilities of transition in space of the states of system, where pairs joint event, becomes

\[
P(n_f | n_{in}) = \sum_{n,m=1}^{N} g_{nm} P(S[n_{in}, n, n_f], S[n_{in}, m, n_f])
\]

(9)

Where \( g_{n,m} = 1 + 1, \ k = \pm 1 \), \( g_{n,n} = +1, n = m \). We do a postulate

\[
P(S[n_{in}, n, n_f], S[n_{in}, m, n_f]) = P_{nm} | \cos[S_{fni} - S_{fmi}] |.
\]

(10)

(11)

Therefore

\[
P(n_f | n_{in}) = \sum_{n,m=1}^{N} P_{nm} \cos[S_{fni} - S_{fmi}].
\]

(12)

The proposed physical model and equation (12) describe the diffraction of particles when passing through a diffraction grating with \( N \) gaps. In this model \( n_{in} \) means the emission state of a particle with momentum \( p, n_f \) - the state of the particle on the registration screen, which is parallel to the plane of the diffraction grating, \( S\{inf\} \) is the particle’s action along the trajectory from state \( n_{in} \) to point \( n_f \) passing through the slot \( n; S\{inf\} = kr_{in} + kr_{nf} \), where \( k = |p| \), \( r_{in}, r_{nf} \) - the vectors between points.

Probability (12) describes the distribution density of particles on the observation screen as the particle stream passes through the diffraction grating. This means that the particle trajectories are random pairwise joint events.

A quantum system with a discrete energy spectrum \( E_n, n = 1, 2, \ldots \) was described by the method of functional integration in [18], [17]. The system makes transitions between quantum states \( n = 1, 2, \ldots \) under the action of a polarized monochromatic electromagnetic wave with frequency \( \Omega \). The probability of a quantum transition \( P(n_f, t_f | n_{in}, t_{in}) \) between the states \( n_{in}, n_f \) for the time interval \( (t_f - t_{in}) \) was obtained in the form:

\[
P(n_f, t_f | n_{in}, t_{in}) = \sum_{n_{in}, n_f} \sum_{n_{in}, n_f} \int_0^1 \int_0^1 \int_0^1 \int_0^1 \int_0^1 d\xi_0 d\xi_1 d\xi_1 d\xi_1 d\xi_1 d\xi_1 N_{N-1} \times
\]

\[
\times P_f \cos[S[n_f; n_{K-1}, \xi_{K-1}, \ldots, n_1, \xi_1, n_0, \xi_0] - S[n_f; m_{K-1}, \xi_{K-1}, \ldots, m_1, \xi_1, n_0, \xi_0],
\]

(13)

where the summation is carried out over all possible trajectories between the states \( n_{in}, n_f \).

The action along any trajectory has the form

\[
S[n_f; n_{K-1}, \xi_{K-1}, \ldots, n_1, \xi_1, n_0, \xi_0] = \sum_{k=1}^{K} S[n_k, n_{k-1}, \xi_{k-1}],
\]

(14)

\[
S[n_k, t_k; n_{k-1}, t_{k-1} \pm 1; \xi_{k-1}] = 2\pi(n_k - n_{k-1})\xi_{k-1} + \times
\]

\[
\times \Omega^R_{m_{k-1} m_k} \cos(2\pi(n_k - n_{k-1})\xi_{k-1} + (\Omega + \omega_{n_{k-1}, n_k}) \frac{t_k + t_{k-1}}{2}) + \cos(2\pi(n_k - n_{k-1})\xi_{k-1} - (\Omega - \omega_{n_{k-1}, n_k}) \frac{t_k + t_{k-1}}{2})(t_k - t_{k-1}),
\]

(15)

where \( n_0 = n_{in}, n_N = n_f, t_0 = t_{in}, t_N = t_f; \ \omega_{n_{k-1}, n_k} \) - frequency of quantum transition of the system between states \( n_k, n_{k-1} \); \( \Omega \) - frequency of electromagnetic field; \( \Omega^R_{m_{k-1} m_k} \) - Rabi frequency for state \( n_k, n_{k-1} \) [19].
Formula (13) explains quantum processes in agreement with experiment.

An expression for the probabilities of state of a quantum system, analogous to (12), was proposed in [19],[20] in the method of functional integration along trajectories in the coordinate representation.

The coincidence of the expressions (12), (13) for the probabilities of quantum transitions makes it possible to assert that the proposed model of stochastic processes in the space of pairwise quantum joint events describes quantum processes.

5 Conclusion

The proposed model of joint quantum random events and equations written in the space of these events allows us to describe processes in quantum mechanics, provided that the events are only pairwise compatible.

It is of interest to study quantum processes in which there is a compatibility of random events of a higher order in accordance with the proposed equations.
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